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Melee, magic, and mayhem… 
Looking for a fantasy game that breaks the mold?  This is a game system that 
allows the players to be imaginative and collaborative in developing their 
characters.  It also allows a Game Master to craft adventures and stories that 
are interesting and exciting without having to worry about breaking the game 
mechanics. 

We hope you enjoy this Special Playtest Version of Phil’s Fantasy Game. 

We encourage feedback and suggestions.  We want to collaborate with players 
and game runners to create a fun and engaging roleplaying game system.  
 
Visit our website at www.prestigesupport.org.  
 
 
 

 



CORE MECHANICS 
 
The action dice is to roll a d20 under attributes or skills and over armor class or 
difficulty. 
 
Critical success is when the player rolls the target attribute number exactly. 
 
Critical failure is when a natural “20” is rolled. For dramatic purposes, a critical 
failure in battle should be a loss of weapon or similar disruption in the expected 
path of success. 
 
Armor and difficulty may narrow the gap of success. To avoid extra math, the 
armor class or difficulty is given as a low number to avoid. Typically armor class 
or difficulty are represented by numbers between 1 to 8. This means the player 
must roll equal to or less than their attribute and equal to or more than the 
armor class or difficulty. 
 

Example: A nimble thief with 14 DEX wants to climb 
a slippery moss covered wall with difficulty 3. The 
thief rolls a 10 and is successful in scaling the wall. 
 
A roll of 15 or more would fail and a roll of 1 or 2 
would fail. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



CHARACTER CREATION 
 
Step 1: Determine the six basic character attributes 
 
Strength   (STR)  13+ = +1 dam   16+ = +2 dam 
Dexterity   (DEX)  13+ = +1 AC   16+ = +2 AC 
Constitution  (CON) 
Intelligence  (INT) 
Wisdom   (WIS) 
Charisma   (CHA) 
 
To determine starting attribute score, roll 1d6+7 for each attribute. If players 
aren’t sure what type of character they should play, they should roll the 
attributes in order. 
 
Step 2: Choose one profession or background. 
 
When a non-combat check is required, a character with an appropriate 
profession or background will roll 2d20 and keep the best result.  Some 
examples:  
Archer    Barbarian    Burglar 
Commander   Dwarf    Elf 
Foot Soldier   Guardian    Guide 
Halfling    Hunter    Mage or Wizard 
Northlander   Priest or Cleric   Scout 
Swordsman   Plainsman   Wildling 
Woodsman 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Step 3: Choose two of the following (or same twice): 
• Add an additional Background or Profession 
• Add 1 point to any Attribute 
• Add an additional 5 Hit Points 
• Add a language 
• Add an Effort point 
• Add a Special Ability 
• Add Magic Training*: come up with two d6 spells. 
*Choosing Magic Training a second time only adds 1 additional spell and spell 
slot. 
 
Step 4: Calculate Starting Hit Points 
Characters start with their CON attribute in hit points or 10 hit points, 
whichever is higher. 
 
Special Ability 
This choice can represent a special move or racial trait that is an integral part of 
the character concept. This could be an elf’s light step, or dwarfs direction 
sense underground. If the ability has a mechanical bonus, it should a 1d6 with 
some limited use. 
 
Magic 
Characters that take the magic training and start with 2 spells and 2 spell slots. 
Players must come up with their own spell. Players are encouraged to search 
through other game books and come up with a spell and work with the GM to 
work out the parameters.   
 
If a magic user succeeds in their spell roll, the spell goes off and he keeps his 
spell slot(s) and is able to cast again.  If a magic user fails his spell roll, then he 
loses all the spell slots that he used for that spell. 
 
A spell can be amplified by using more spell slots. 
 

Example: Wizard Frank decides to use his magic 



missile against two opponents. He has two spell 
slots available and uses them both. Frank rolls a 
success and shoots two magic missiles. 
 
In the example above, if Frank had failed his magic 
missile casting roll, he would have lost both of his 
spells and would have no more spells left. 

 
Effort 
Each character starts the game with 3 Effort points. Each Effort point represents 
a 1d6 that can be added to any dice roll. Effort can be applied to save, attack, 
parry, damage, influence, knowledge and any other dice check. 
 
Effort can also be expended to make an additional melee, ranged or magic 
attack. 
 
Effort recharges slowly with rest, relaxation and meditation. 
 
Effort points can be used as spell slots for the purpose of casting or to recover 
spent spell slots. 
 
Saving Throws 
STR Physical harm that cannot be dodged. 
DEX  Physical harm that can be dodged. 
CON  Resist Poison, disease or death. 
INT  Resist spells and magic. 
WIS  Resist deception and illusions. 
CHA  Resist charming effects. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Experience Points 
Typically, players should earn about 3 to 5 experience points per session. 
 
Level 1 = 0xp 
Level 2 = 10xp ~ 2 sessions 
Level 3 = 20xp ~ 2 sessions 
Level 4 = 35xp ~ 3 sessions 
Level 5 = 50xp ~ 3 sessions 
Level 6 = 65xp ~ 3 sessions 
Level 7 = 85xp ~ 4 sessions 
Level 8 = 105xp ~ 4 sessions 
Level 9 = 125xp ~ 4 sessions 
Level 10 = 150xp ~ 5 sessions 
 
Level Up 
 
When characters “level-up”, players choose 2 of the 
following: 
 

 Add 1 point to any attribute 
 Add 5 hit points 
 Add 5 skill points 
 Add an Effort point 
 Add an extra melee or ranged attack 
 Add a special ability 
 Gain one spell slot and a new spell 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Gear 
 
Item                Cost (sp)  Size  
trail ration (1 hp)       1 
fresh meat (2 hp)       3 
fresh fruit (2 hp)       3 
fresh vegetable (2 hp)      3 
honey (ceramic jar) (2 hp)      3 
mead (ceramic jug) (3 hp)      6 
wine (wineskin) (3hp)      10 
salt (makes rations from food)     5 
small iron pot (2 meals) (+2 hp)    10 
large iron pot (6 meals) (+2 hp)     20  bulky 
small copper pot (2 meals) (+2 hp)    25 
large copper pot (6 meals) (+2 hp)    50  bulky 
fur (d2 hp overnight)       50 
large tent (4 person) (d3 hp overnight)   50  bulky 
small tent (2 person) (d2 hp overnight)   25  bulky 
winter clothing        50 
wool blanket (1 hp overnight)     25 
fire starting kit        10 
candle (1 hour each)       1 
lamp oil (ceramic quart jug)     10 
ceramic oil lamp (5 yds)      10 
lantern (10 yds)        25 
torch (10 yds)        1 
brass mirror        20 
rope (per 10 ft)        2  bulky 
writing materials (per document)    20 
 
 
 
 
 



Weapons and Armor 
 
Weapon     Damage           Cost (sp) 
Knife      d3    15 
Cudgel      d4    10 
Dagger      d4    30 
Staff       d6    25 
Hunting spear     d6    35 
Hammer      d6    40 
Hand axe      d6    50 
Mace      d6    50 
Short sword     d6    60 
Morning star     d8    75 
Boar Spear     d8    85 
Battle Axe      d8   100 
Long Sword     d8    120 
Great Axe      d10+1   180 
Great Sword     d10+1   240 
Sling       d4    10 
Javelin      d6    20 
Hunting Bow    d6    50 
War Bow      d8    100 
Light Crossbow     d8    150 
Heavy Crossbow*    d10    200 
*Requires cranking mechanism to load. 
 
Using two hands adds +1 to damage. Great axe and great sword always require 
two hands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Armor      AC            Cost (sp) 
Small Shield*    +1    50 
Large Shield*     +2    80 
Gambeson     3    100 
Light Mail      4    300 
Heavy Mail**     5    450 
Light Plate     6    700 
Heavy Plate**     7    1000 
*A small shield can be carried slung, but a large shield has to be carried by 
hand. 
**Strenuous activity in heavy armor may call for a CON check with a failure 
resulting in loss of hit points signifying unpreparedness for battle. 
 
Mail and plate armor comes with a gambeson underneath. If the character 
already has a gambeson, they can subtract 100sp from the cost of mail or plate 
armor. 
 
Shield Shatter / Weapon Shatter 
If a character takes a huge amount of damage in a single melee blow, he can 
choose to sacrifice his shield or weapon to block all the damage from that one 
blow. The shield or weapon in hand is destroyed in the process. 
 
Taking Damage and Healing 
Hit points represent the character’s ability to tolerate physical and mental 
stress. Hit point damage does not always represent physical cuts and punctures. 
 
Hit Point Recovery 
Average characters naturally recover 1 hit point per level per hour of rest. 
 
Effort can also be expended to gain a “second wind” and instantly recover 1d6 
hit point damage. 
 
Wounds = STR Attribute Damage 
If a character drops below 0 hit points they take a physical wound and take the 



remaining damage to their STR attribute. 
 

Example: If a character with 4 hit points left takes 10 damage, their STR 
attribute is lowered by 6 points. 

 
Natural attribute damage is recovered 1 point per overnight rest. 
 
1 point STR recovers with every 10 hit points. If a character has fully recovered 
all hit points, but is still down STR, they can continue to try and gain hit points 
and for every 10 hit points they recover 1 STR point. The character can do this 
over time, or try to accelerate the process. 
 
Effort points still contribute 1d6 hp toward STR recovery. 
 
Handy and Stored Gear 
A character’s gear has two carried categories, Handy gear and Stored gear. 
 
Players write down the 5 items that their character always has Handy and these 
items can be accessed and swapped anytime as a free action. 
 
All other items are Stored. If the character wants to retrieve an item during the 
heat of combat or another count down based action, the player spends his turn 
looking for the item and then makes a d6 search check. 
 

 On a 4-6, the item was found, but can’t be used this turn. 
 On a 1-3, the player spent his turn looking for the item, but didn’t find it. 

 
Players can add 1 item to their Handy list when they gain a level. 
 
Effort can be applied to searching stored gear. Using 1 Effort will automatically 
succeed on finding where a search check was failed. 
 
Effort can also be used to upgrade a recently found item to a Handy item so it 
can be used that same round. 



SAMPLE CHARACTER 
 

Player                                                Character  Goldenleaf 
Experience Points  0     Effort 3    
 
Profession  Swordsman 
Background  Elf 
Languages  Standard 
 
Attributes: 
Strength  13 / +1  Hit Points  12 
Dexterity  8   / -  AC    4 
Constitution 12   Armor   Gambeson 
Intelligence 13   Shield   Small shield 
Wisdom  8   Weapons   Long sword (d8) 
Charisma  11  
  
Special Ability 
Elf’s Light Step – An Elf can use this ability to prevent being tracked or to move 
silently.  The player determines which.  This ability adds +1d6 to Attribute 
checks when being tracked or when another party is listening. 
 
Magical Training / Spells  
None 
 
Gear: 
Handy      Stored 
lantern (10 yds)     rope (50 ft) 
 
 
 
 
 



SAMPLE CHARACTER 
 

Player                                                Character  Flambeau 
Experience Points  0     Effort 3    
 
Profession  Wizard 
Background  None 
Languages  Standard 
 
Attributes: 
Strength  9     / -  Hit Points  13 
Dexterity  11   / -  AC    3 
Constitution 13   Armor   Gambeson 
Intelligence 13   Shield   None 
Wisdom  8   Weapons   Staff (d6) 
Charisma  8  
  
Special Ability 
Flame – Whenever he uses a spell involving fire, the effects are increased +1d6. 
 
Magical Training / Spells  
Flame Hands – A magic flame surrounds his hand or hands. He can use this spell 
to turn his hand into a torch, light an object on fire, or touch an opponent to 
cause burning damage.  He is immune to his own magic flame.  Spell duration is 
1 hour for torch ability and 10 seconds for other abilities. A critical success 
doubles the duration.  Damage is determined by rolling 1d6. 
 
Prestidigitation – He can telekinetically manipulate small objects weighing up to 
10 pounds.  The distance is up to 10 feet. The duration is 10 seconds. A critical 
success doubles the weight, distance, and duration.   
 
Gear: 
Handy      Stored 
torch  (10 yds)     writing materials (ink, quill, and paper) 



CHARACTER SHEET 
 

Player ____________________   Character __________________________ 
Experience Points  __________    Effort  ____________ 
 
Profession _____________________________________________________ 
Background ____________________________________________________ 
Languages _______________________________________________________ 
 
Attributes: 
Strength  _______/_______  Hit Points _____________ 
Dexterity  _______/_______  AC ___________________ 
Constitution _______________  Armor ______________________ 
Intelligence _______________  Shield _______________________ 
Wisdom  _______________  Weapons _____________________ 
Charisma  _______________  _____________________________ 
Special Ability 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________
Magical Training / Spells 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
Gear: 
Handy      Stored 
______________________________    _________________________________ 
______________________________    _________________________________ 
______________________________   _________________________________ 
______________________________  _________________________________ 
______________________________  _________________________________ 



 
 

We are the Philip Rochat Establishment for Support & Therapy of Illness using Games & 
Entertainment dba PRESTIGE. 
 
Our organization was established to support people who are struggling with illness by 
providing them with an avenue for creativity, social interaction, and stress relief through 
games and entertainment.  We do not want people to suffer with illness, we want people 
to thrive. Our objective is that people share positive experiences with others who may be 
experiencing similar health struggles through gaming. Our goal is to use games and 
entertainment as vehicles for engagement, encouragement, and support to people who 
have illness or who are affected by illness.  We are hoping to improve overall outlook and 
decrease anxiety and stress.  Please consider helping our non-profit in reaching this goal. 
 
We are planning upcoming activities to support our goals.  We are planning partnerships 
with existing charities, open game nights to support people with disorders, disabilities, 
and illnesses, and eventually our goal is to have a gaming convention for people to 
attend to support people with illness and those affected by illness.  For more 
information, please visit our website at www.prestigesupport.org. 
  
Contributions or gifts to PRESTIGE, a non-profit organization, are deductible as charitable 
contributions for Federal income tax purposes.  Unless otherwise indicated, contributions 
are considered unrestricted and will be used by PRESTIGE to fulfill its overall mission and 
goals. For questions regarding deductibility, you should consult with a tax professional.  
Thank you for your support. 
 


